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US Rejects Afghan Hospital Bombing Investigation,
Instead Smashes into Hospital Destroying Evidence
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After changing its story many times, the US now admits that it intentionally threw bombs,
for  more than an hour,  at  the now famous Doctors  Without  Borders  hospital,  proving
accurate  the  assessment  of  DWB  staffer  Meinie  Nicolai,  who  said  the  US  attack  was  “a
premeditated  massacre.”

Since initial US claims that the protected DWB hospital was a “Taliban stronghold” and so
forth have been debunked as stupid, the US now claims it targeted the hospital because one
man, a “Pakistan Inter-Services Intelligence spy”, was inside.

However, Glenn Greenwald points out that the US puppet government in Afghanistan has
had it out for DWB for some time because they treat patients indiscriminately, whereas US
allies  like  Israel,  for  example,  discriminate  between  patients,  treating  Al  Qaeda  fighters
while targeting members of the UN-recognized Syrian government: “Israel has opened its
borders  with Syria  in  order  to  provide medical  treatment  to  Nusra Front  and al-Qaida
fighters wounded in the ongoing civil war, according to The Wall Street Journal.”

On October 14th, an “international panel” announced that it was “ready to investigate the
deadly US [hospital] bombing”, but would need “assurances from Barack Obama and the
Afghan president, Ashraf Ghani, that their governments [would] comply.”

The US rejected the initiative for the investigation, and instead, on October 15th, sent
soldiers to smash up the bombed hospital with a tank, “destroy[ing] potential evidence” for
the war crimes investigation.

To explain this, the US announced that the tank was carrying the US’s own “investigators”.

In  the  mean  time,  a  whistle-blower  has  released  classified  documents  on  Obama’s  global
assassination  ring  that  illustrate  gross  recklessness  and  confirm  that  almost  one  hundred
percent of the people being killed are not actual targets – though targeting people and
executing them is also criminal.

Robert  Barsocchini   focuses  on  force  dynamics,  national  and  global,  and  also  writes
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